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no encouragement by national duties on for- •i sential to good Government and grtod laws, a and ship building; and in consequence of
eign manufactures, and they never can by any ;! stability, the want of which is the imputa- complaints and petitions from Norfolk, Al . A gentleman called at our office this morn
authority in the old Confederation.” Again,i, tion which has at all times been levelled exandria, and other places, against the mo ing, informing that the brig Gold Hunter,
“ If we wish to encoitrage our own manufac- :; against Republicanism, with most effect, by nopolizing navigation laws of Great Britain, just arrived at New Haven from St Barts,
JAMES K. REMICH,
tures, to preserve our own commerce, to!> its most dexterous adversaries. The impu- particularly in the trade between the United brings the news of the capture by the sloop
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE
yaise the value of our own lands, we must!! tation ought never, therefore, to be counter States and the British Jfcst Indies, she de of war Brie, of the Buenos Ayrean privateer
give Congress the powers in question.”
j anced by innovating constructions, without liberated, with a purpose controlled only by Federi!, whicji plundered thè brig Nymph
.‘By Mr Widgery, an opponent : “ All we j any plea of a precipitancy, or a paucity of the inefficacy of separate measures, on the! of Boston. The Federal was lying in the
POLITICAL
hear is, that the merchant and farmer will i the Constructive precedents they oppose ; experiment of forcing a reciprocity by pro- ! harbor of St. Barts. Whether Capt. Turn
Erom the National Intelligencer.
flourish, and that the mechanic and trades without any appeal to material facts newly hibitory regulations of her own. [See Jour-i er chased her in we are not informed ; but
he demanded her of the government as a pi
men. are to make their fortunes directly, if brought to light ; and without any claim to a nal of House of Delegates in 1785,]
LETTERS OF MR. MADISON.
vessel. The demand was refused.
a the Constitution goes down.”
better knowledge of the original evils and
The effect of her separate attempts to raise 1 ratical
'The Convention of Massachusetts was the inconveniences, for which remedies were revenue by duties on imports, soon appeared He then took position off rhe place, saying
LETTER 1.
only one in New England whose debates have heeded, the very best keys to the true object i"
- * ‘‘— •
in --------representation,
MONTPELIER, SEPT., 18, 1828.
<
-- .- — aV
V.AVfcW
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Dear Sir'. Your late letter reminds me of been preserved. But it cannot be doubted and meaning of all laws and constitutions.
the commerce of the State was banished by > He however, watched his opportunity, and
■
that
the
sentiment
tnere
expressed
was
com

And may it not be fairly left to the unbi them intofother channels, especially of Mary- rur
our conversation on the constitutionality of
j running into the harbor under the cover of
the power in Congress to impose a tariff for mon to the other States in that quarter, more assed judgment of all men oi experience and land, where imports were less burdened than n
i‘*
night,
lie succeeded in. cutting her loose in
especially
to
Connecticut
and
Rhode
Island,
of
intelligence, to decide which is most to be in Virginia. [See do. for 1^-/6.]
! s{
y
the encouragement of manufactures ; and of
spite
of a brisk cannonade trnm the fort.
the
most
thickly
penpTd
of?<ill
the
States,
relied
on
for
a
safe
and
sound
test
of
the
my promise to sketch the grounds of the con
Such a tendency of separate regulations i Most of her officers, it is said were on shore
fident opinion I had expressed, that it was and having, of course, their thoughts most meaning of a constitution, a uniform inter was indeed too manifest to escape anticipa-i at the time. Such as were not, he made
among the powers vested in that body. I turned to the subject of manufactures A like pretation by all the successive authorities tion. Among the projects prompted by the i prisoners ; and he is now on his way, it is
had not forgotten that promise, and had even , inference may be confidently applied to New ' under it, commencing with its birth, and want of a Federal authority over commerce, ■ said, to the United States with the prizes
whose debates in Convention have continued fora long period, through the va was that of a concert first proposed on the Ì
begun the task of fulfilling it ; but frequent Jersey,
■
been preserved. In the populous and ried state of political contest ; or the opinion part of Maryland for a uniformity of regala- j The government, it is reported, has des
interruptions, from other causes, being fol- not
1
patched a remonstrance to Washington
lowed by a bilious indisposition, I have not ’manufacturing State of Pennsylvania, a par of every new legislature, -floated as it may tions between the two States, and Cofomis- ! against the proceeding as a violation of neu
account only of the debates having been be by the strife of parties.—or warped, as of sionerswere appointed for that purpose.—It
been able sooner to comply with your request. tial
'
nothing certain is known of what ten happens, by the eager pursuit of some was soon perceived, however, that tb.% con trality.—N. F. Journal ofCom,
The subjoined view of the subject might published,
]
have been advantageotfSy^expanded ; but 1 passed in the Convention on this point. But favorite object—or carried away, possibly, by currence of Pennsylvania was as necessary to
A correspondent has communicated the
evidence may be found elsewhere, that the powerful eloquence or captivating ad Maryland as of Maryland to Virginia, and the
leave that improvement to your own refiec- ample
'
regulations of trade, for the encouragement dress of a few popular statesmen, them concurrence of Pennsylvania was accordingly. following curious facts to the editors of the
tions and researches.
The Constitution vests in Congress, ex of manufactures, were considered as within selves, perhaps, influenced by the same mis invited.—But Pennsylvania could no more New-York Statesman.
Europe has 227 millions of inhabitants, and
pressly “ the power to lay and collect taxes, the power to be granted to the New Con leading causes? If the latter test is to pre concur without New-York, than Maryland
duties, imposts, and excises ;” and “ the pow gress. as well as within the scope of national vail, every new legislative opinion might without Pennsylvania, nor New-York with 2,142 journals of every description ; one
journal for 106,000 inhabitants. America has
policy. Of the States South of Pennsylvania, make a new Constitution, as the foot of every out :he concurrence of Boston, &c.
er to regulate trade.”
That the former power, if not particularly the only two in whose Conventions the de new Chancellor would make anew standard
These projects were superseded for the 39 millions of inhabitants, with 978 newspa
moment by that of thè Convention at Annap pers aqd periodical journals; that is,on?fot4
expressed, would have been included in the bates have been preserved are Virginia and of measure.
It is seen, with no little surprise, that an: olis in 1786, and forever by the Convention at 40,000 inhabitants. Asia, with 390 millions
latter as one of the objects of a general power North Carolina, and from these no adverse
to regulate trade, is not necessarily impugned inferences can be drawn. Nor is there the attempt has been made, in a highly respec Philadelphia in 1787, and the Constitution of inhabitants, has but one journal for 14
millions. Africa with 60 millions of inhabit
, by its being so expressed. Examples of this slightest indication that either of the two table quarter, and at length reduced to a which was the fruit of it.
There is a passage in Mr. Neckar’s work ants, has but one journal for 5 millions.
sort cannot sometimes be easily avoided, and States farthest South, whose debates in Con resolution, formerly proposed in Congress,
By this view it is to be seen that, propofare to be seen elsewhere in the Constitution. vention, if preserved, have not been made to substitute, for the power of Congress to on the finances of France which affords a sig
Thus the power “ to define and punish offen public, viewed the encouragement of manu regulate trade so as to encourage manufac nal illustration of the difficulty of collecting]; tio ially, the greatest number of journals ap
ces against the law of nations,” includes the factures, as not within the general power tures, a power in the several States to do so, in contiguous communities, 'indirect taxes ; pear in America, the best proof of the bles
power, afterwards particularly expressed, “ to over trade to be transferred to the Govern with the consent of that body ; and this ex when, not the same in all, by the violenti sings of a free press, which cannot fail to
pedient is derived from a clause in the tenth means resorted to against smuggling from one contribute particularly to the unusually rapid
make rules concerning captures &c. from of ment of the United States.
6. If Congress have not the power, it is an section of article first of the Constitution to another of them. Previous to the Revolu improvements of the people, of that quarter*
fending neutrals.” So also a power “ to coin
money” would doubtless include that of regu nihilated for the nation ; a policy without ex which says ; “ No State shall, without the tionary war in that country, the taxes were of of the globe,' among whom the people of the
lating’ its value, had not the latter power been ample in any other nation, and not within the consent of Congress, lay any imposts or dut very different rates in the'different Provinces United States justly claim the first rank.
Since the end of the last European wars in
The
taxes,
standre ason ’ be solitary one in our own. The ies on imports or exports, except what may particularly the tax on salt, which was high
expressly inserted. T
‘
—-»»
—
-1- '
au.k,~ ,term
»k , :ft if
year 1815, the number of inhabitants has
ing alone, would certainly have included du example alluded to, is the prohibition of a tax be absolu»ely.necessary for executing its in in the interior provinces and low in the mari the
millions.
clause Pn exports, which resulted’from the apparent spection laws ; and the net produce of all time ; and the tax on tobacco, which was very increased
ties, impost, and excises. In
I;; another cfou:
annual value of the wines cultivated
,.rLA or duties ohGl
it is said. “ no tax
shall 2
bea. fold
laid on impossibility of raising, in that mode, a rev- dutieo, and imposts, laid by any State on im high in general, whilst in some of the provin in The
Frafice, is estimated at 540 millions of
exports, &c.”—Here
Here the"two
tne two Vermi
terms are
are used
useu enne Jrom the States, proportioned to the ports and exports shall be for the usiofthe ces the use of the article was altogether free.
as synonymous.—And in another clause, ! ability to pay it—the ability of some being- Treasury of the United States ; and all. such The consequence was. that the standing ar francs.
The
is the force of the riaval
where it is said, “ no State shall lay any im derived, in a great measure not from their laws shall be subject to the revision and con- my of patrols against smuggling had swoln to powers following
in the Levant ¡—England has 25 ves
the amount of twenty-three thousand; the
posts, or duties. &c.” the terms imposts and exports, but from their fisheries, from their troul of the Congress.
To say nothing of the clear indications in ' annual arrest of men, women and children sels of war, with 815 guns ; France 27 ves
duties are synonymous.—Plenasms, tautolo freights, and from commerce at large, in
gies, and the promiscuous use of terms and some of its branches altogether external to the Journal of the Convention of 1787, that I engaged in smuggling, to five thousand five sel^ with 808 guns; Russia 16 vessels, with
phrases, differing in their shades of meaning, the United States; the profits from all the clause was intended merely to provide | hundred and fifty ; and the number annually 600 ^uns ; Austria 20 vessels, with 310 guns ;
(alwavs to be expounded with reference to which being invisible & intangible, would es for expenses incurred by particular States, Ì arrested on account of salt and tobacco, alone the Netherlands 5 vessels, with 106 guns;
the context and under the control of the gen cape a tax on exports. A .tax on imports on in their Inspection laws, and in such im j to seventeen or eighteen hundred, more than the United States 5 vessels, with 208 guns.
eral character and manifest scope of the in the other hand, being a tax on consumption, provements as they might choose to make j three hundred of whom were consigned to Total, 98 Vessels, with 2,850 guns; besides
which, a fleet from Sweden, and another
strument in which they are found) are to be which is in proportion to the ability of the in their harbors and riveis with the sanction the terrible punishment of the Gallies.
May it not be regarded as among the prov from Naples, is expected.
ascribed, sometimes to the purpose of greater consumers, whencesoever derh ed, was free of Congress—objects to which the reserved
power has been applied in several instances, idential blessings to these States that their
caution ; sometimes to the imperfections of from that inequality,
7. If revenue be the sole object of a legiti at the request of Virginia and Georgia—how geographical relations, multiplied as they
language, and sometimes to the imperfec
Extract front the correspondence of the Newnesubtion of man himself. In this view of the
sub mate impost, and the encouragement of do could it ever be imagined that any State will be by artificial channels of intercourse,
York Commercial Advertiser.
ject, it was quite natural, however certainly mestic articles be not within the power of would wish to tax its own trade for the en give such additional torce to the many obli
WASHINGTON, DEC. 24th, 1828.
the general power to regúlate trade might regulating trade, it would follow that no couragement of manufactures, if possessed of gations to cherish that union which alone se
There is more stir in the fashionable
include a power to impose duties on it. not monopolizing or unequal regulations of for the authority, or could, in fact, do so if wish cures their peace, their safety, and their world
this season than was anticipated.
prosperity. Apart from the more obvious
to omit it in a clause enumerating the seve eign nations could be counteracted ; that ing it ?
A tax on imports would be a tax on its and awful consequences of their entire sepa VIrs. Porter, the lady of the Secretary of
ral modes of revenue, authorised by the Con neither the staple-articles of subsistance, nor
war, opened the campaign, Monday eve
stitution. In a few cases could the “ ex ma- the essential implements for the public safe OAvn consumption ; and the nêt proceeds go ration into independent sovereignties, it is ning,
with a splendid rout, Mrs. P. is a very
could, under any circumstances be insured ing, according to the clause not into its own worthy of special consideration, that divided
jori cautela” occur with more claim to res ty,
or fostered at home, by regulations of com Treasury but into the Treasury of the Unit from each other as they must be by narrow accomplished and fashionable woman, and
pect.
has made an impression of the most favorable
Nor can it be inferred, that a power to >’eg- merce, the usual and most convenient mode ed States, the State would tax itself sepa waters and territorial lines merely, the fa character on our society. It is regretted
ulate trade does not involve a power to tax it, of providing for both ; and that the Ameri rately for the equal gain of all the other cility of surreptitious introductions of contra that her Career, in our city, will be short,
from the distinction made in the original con can navigation, though the source of naval de States ; and as far as the manufactures so band articles, would defeat every attempt at Mr. Clay’s evening parties, which have al
troversy with Great Britain, between a pow fence, of a cheapening competition in carry encouraged, might succeed in ultimately in revenue in the easy and indirect modes of ways been very agreeable and popular, will
er to regulate trade with the Colonies, and a ing our valuable and bulky articles to mark creasing the stock in market, and lowering impost and excise ; so that whilst their ex commence this evening, and be repeated on
power to tax them, A power to regulate et, and of an independent carriage of them the prices by competition, this advantage, penditures would be necessarily and vastly every alternate Wednesday euening, till the
trade between different parts of the Empire, during foreign wars, when a foreign naviga* also, procured at the sole expense o? the increased by their new situation they would, 4th of Feb. next. The British minister, it is
in providing for them, be limited to direct
was confessedly necessary ; and was admit tion might be withdrawn, must be at once State would be common to all the others.
But the very suggestion of such an expedi taxes on land or other propertv, to arbitrary said, will give Mrs. Adams a superb ball on
ted to lie, as far as that was the case, in the abandoned, or speedily destroyed : it being
evident
that
a
tonnage
duty
in
foreign
ports
ent to any State, would have an air of mock assessments on invisible funds, and to the the evening of the 1st Jan. Many other balls
British Parliament ; the taxing part being at
and parties are expected, and the President’s
our vessels, must have the inevita ery, when its experienced impracticability is odious tax on persons.
the same time denied to the Parliament, and against
room, which will be opened every
You will observe that I have confined my drawing
asserted to be necessarily inherent in the ble effect of banishing ours from the ocean. taken into view. No one who recollects
To assume a power to protect our naviga or recurs to the period when the power over self, in what has-been said, to the constitu alternate Wednesday evening, during the
Colonial Legislatures, as sufficient, and the
season, will it is supposed, be unusually
only safe depositories of the taxing power. tion, and the cultivation and fabrication of commerce was in the individual States, and tionality and expediency of the power in Con cheerful.
’ •
So difficult was it', nevertheless to maintain all articles requisite for the public safety, as separate attempts were made to tax, or oth gress to encourage domestic products by
incident
to
the
war
power,
would
be
a
more
erwise
regulate
it,
need
be
told
that
the
at

regulations ot commerce.—In the exercise of
the distinction in practice, that the ingredi latitudinary construction of the text of the
dry £°ods store of Messrs,
ent of revenue was occasionally overlooked Constitution than to consider it as embraced tempts were not only abortive, but by de the power, they are responsible to their con
monstrating
the
necessity
of
general
and
uni

stituents, whose right and duty it is, in that bkorey and Dav.s, 191, Washington-street,
or disregarded in the British regulations, as by the specified power to regulate trade, a
form regulations, gave the original impulse as in all other cases, to bring their measures was discovered to be on fire about half pas^
in the dutv on sugar and molasses imported
which has been exercised by all na to the constitutional reform which provided to the test of justice and of the general good- seven o clock on Saturday evening, and be
into the Colonies. And it was fortunate that power
tions
for
those
purposes,
with
less
of
inter

With great esteem and cordial regard, fore the flames could be extinguished, the in
the attempt atan internal and direct tax, in ference with the authority and conveniency for such regulations.
terior oi toe store,« with the whole stock of
To refer a State, therefore, to the exercise
the case of the Stamp Act, produced a radi of the States, that might result from inter
JAMES MADISON.
goods, were destroyed. The second story
cal examination of the subject before a regu nal and direct modes of encouraging the arti of a power, as reserved to her by the Consti Jos. C. .Carell, Esq.
occupied by Mr. Forbes, editor of the Pal a’
lation of trade with a view to revenue, had cles, any of which modes would be authoriz tution, the impossibility of exercising which
diurn, was also much injured. The occu
grown into an established authority.—One ed, as far as deemed “ necessary and prop was an inducement to adopt the Constitution, DEFERRED ARTICLES.
pants of the store were deserving young
is. of all remedial devices, the last that ought
thing at least is certain, that the main and
men, who commenced business bit abo S
” by considering the power as an inciden to be brought forward. And what renders
admitted object of the Parliamentary regula er,
The Presidents Message.—This Docu
it the morè extraordinary, is that, as the tax
hSiSH1Ce\and we «^erstand had
tions of trade with the Colonies, was the en tal power.
8. That the encouragement of manufac on commerce, as far as it could be separate ment is another monument of that wisdom, goOUJ insured on their stock. There was
couragement of manufactures in Great Brit
public
virtue
and
learning,
which
place
the
tures
was
an
object
ot
the
power
to
regulate
much
anxiety
expressed for a time, on ac
ly
collected
instead
of
belonging
to
the
ain.
Chief Magistrate of our Rupublic, count of a cmld left in the upper part of the
But the present question is unconnected trade, is proved by the use made ot the pow Treasury of the State, as previous to the present
above any Ruler of any Nation on earth. house , the mother, or some other female, in
■with the former relations between Great er for that object, in the first session of the Constitution, would be a tribute to the Unit high
Britain and her colonies, which were of a First Congress under the Constitution ; when ed States, the States would be in a vy.or.se But he is soon to obey the behest of a delu atiemptmg to go for it, was overcome by the
people, maddened by the SnXe’ u1? ieh before she had ascended the
peculiar, a complicated, and, in several res among the members, present were so many condition, after the adoption of the Constitu ded and infatuated
of demagogues, who by an un- .• Stans. It is understood, however, that they
pects, of an undefined character. It is asim who had been members of the Federal Con tion, than before in reference to an impor declamations
holy
combination,
have
opened to themselves i were both recovered. At the commenceple question unefor the Constitution of the vention which framed the Constitution, and tant interest, the improvement of which was
the road to power. He is to give place to ; Ok?
Ju6 fir?’the ^eservior in front of the
United States, whether “ the power to regu of the State Conventions which ratified it; a particular object in adopting the Constitu the
hero of a single military achievement, Old South a few rods distant, was resorted
late trade witn foreign nations” as a distinct each of these classes consisting also of mem tion.
the
idol
of
a
confederacy
of
ambitious
office
j
bers
who
had
opposed
and
who
had
espoused,
to and with difficulty opened, from the frost
Were Congress to make the proposed dec
and substantive item in the enumerated pow
--- , ...
seekers;
be .......
retires---------------------------------like Aristides, under:! and snow, and when the New-York Engine
ers, embraces the object of encouraging by the Constitution in its actual form, 'it does laration of consent to state tariffs in favor of T
'
J
‘
/
___
;
____
____
_
_
not
appear
from
the
printed
-proceedings
ot
the
ostracism
of
those
whosednterests
he
has
;
-No-attempted to raise the water from
State manufactures, and the permitted at
duties, restrictions and prohibitions, the man
rights
he has maintained,
- ---------* ' • ’ and' some impediment in her machinery,’it ffid
ufactures and products of the country ? And Congress on that occasion, that the power tempts did not defeat themselves, what guarded, whose
draw treelv nr finer
the affirmative must be inferred from the was denied by any of them. And it may be would be the situation of States deriving^ whose country he has honored. But the peo- not tb’aw freely at first. This nrodncpH
remarked, that Members from Virginia, in their foreign supplies thro’the ports of other pie may be deluded ; a whole people cannot; some delay,—Lines of engines w th
.following considerations.
corrupted.
JAr»
_
J
0
11V3V-.
He will retire in dignity, and were aicrv
als» l-nwrwnzlformed 4^,
to A.l_
the reservior
in11 State1. The meaning of the phrase “ to regulate particular,.as well of the anti-federal as the States? It is evident that they might be
federal
party,
the
names
then
distinguishing
when
no
longer
the
way
*
“
v
was
intensely
cold
a
stumbling
block
in
wav
^
reet
*
be
weather
compelled
to
pay,
in
their
consumption
of
trade” must be sought in the general use of
v* e at’fe told by a geiltl
gentleman
____ *
®man who was amoni
0 it ; in other words in the objects to which those who had opposed and those who had particular articles imported, a tax for the of precocious ambition, his character will. the'irrst
continue to brighten, and he will be number- the
’u" fust at this fire, a little prudence misht
the power was generally understood to be ap approved the Constitution, did not hesitate common treasury, not common to all the ed
with the great and good men, who have have stopped it with trifling damage In the
plicable, when the phrase was inserted in to propose duties and to suggest even prohi States, without having any manufacture or served
their country.
bitions in favor ot several articles of her pro product of their own, to partake of the con
trepidation of the moment, when the fire was
the Constitution.
Charleston S. C. Courier.
oXVS S°me /di-duals broke the door
2. The power has been understood ànd us duction. By one a duty was proposed on templated benefit.
mineral
coal,
in
favor
of
the
Virginia
coal
Of the impracticability of separate regula
?ived an 1 h°PHn’ bef?r• a"y eng’ne had ared by all commercial and manufacturing na
South Carolina. The legislative pro- < S n d b> thus adnntt^g a draught of air
tions, as embracing the object of encouraging pits ; by another, a duty on hemp was pro tions, no State was more sensible than Vir
posed.
to
encourage
the
growth
of
that
arti

ginia.
She
was
accordingly
among
the
c$edings of-this
State,
subject
of the '1 ° the hre> u was spread over the store with.
manufactures. It is believed that not a sin
---_______
1 u. .. J •inon___
.i the_following
ph
. resolucle ; and bv a third, a prohibition even of most earnest for grantingto Congress a power- I ariff, Hhave -resulted
the
£reat rapidity. 1 he rule with every one
gle exception could be named.
foreign
beef
was
suggested,
as
a
measure
of
adequate
to
the
object.
On
more
occasions
tion, which passed by a vote of 96 to 20 ; and cuscovfermg a fire should be, except in cases
3. This has been particularly the case with
sound
poney.
[See
Lloyd
’
s
Debates.]
than
one
in
the
proceedings
of
her
legislative
a committee of seven was apoointed to draw wil^re human life is in imminent jeopardy to
Great Britain whose commercial vocabulary
A further evidence in support of the con councils, it was j-ecited “ that the relative up a protest to Congress and to the other i make np opening in the building, till an enis the parent of Ours, A primary object of
stitutional
power
to
protect
hud
foster
man

situation
of
the
States
had
been
found,
on
States :_________________________________ gme is at hand ; and when the draught of
her commercial regulations is well known to
Resolved, That it is expedient to make au; striK?s tbe ftl’e, it should be accompanied
have been the protection and encouragement ufactures by regulations of trade, an evi j trial, to require uniformity in their commerdence that ought, of itself, to settle the ques I cial régulations as the only effectual policy our solemn protest against the unconstitution- Ylu-i<a slmultaneous drenching with water,
of her manufactures.
presence of mind will often prevent a
4. Such was understood to be a proper use tion, is the uniform and practical sanction ; for obtaining in the ports of foreign nations a ality and oppressive operation of the system A
of the power by thefetates most prepared for given to the power, by the General Govern i stipulation of privileges reciprocal to those ot protecting duties ; also to have such pro- Sreat deal oi mischief.—Boston Patriot.
„ , . the said
. „ system,
___ , entered on the
Vll<_ j
~
manufacturing industry whilst retaining the ment, for nearly forty years ; with a concur j enjoyed by the subjects of such nations in the test against
journaJs of rhp
the Spn
Senate
ot the United Btatbs,
States ! A bdi has been reported in the House of
rence or acquiescence of every State Gov I ports of the United States ; for preventing I journals
?te of
power over their foreign trade.
rriQto a" public ------...
exposition
of f our Representatives of Kentucky, subjecting to
5. Such a use of the power, by Congress ! ernment, throughout the same period; and, animosities which cannot fail to rise among1 and to make
it may be added, through all the vicissitudes ■ the several States from the interference of wrongs, and of the remedies within oui* pow- penalties_ and imprisonment, and of being
accords with the intention and expectat
I
partial
and
separate
regulations
;
and
for
of
party
which
marked
the
period.
No
er, to be communicated to our sister states,. sCrlCK-en from the rolls, all attornies sheriffs
of the States, in transferring the power over
trade from themselves to the Government of novel construction however ingeniously de ! deriving from commerce such aids to the vvith a request that they will co-operate with and constables, who shall collect money and
j
public
revenue
as
it
ought
to
contribute,
&c.
”
vised,
or
however
respectable
and
patriotic
this state in procuring a repeal of the Tar- iad to W
°ver. A most excellent and
the U. States. This war emphatically the
During the delays and découragements lifs for protection, and an abandonment of the i wlse provision,
case in the Eastern, and more fnanufacturifig its patrons, can withstand the weight of such
experienced
in
the
attempts
to
invest
Con

authorities,
or
the
unbroken
current
of
so
principle;
and
if
they
be
not
repealed,
to
Members of the Confederacy. Hear the
freights. 1 he Savannah Georgian of the
language held in the Convention of Massa prolonged and universal a practice. And! gress with the necessary powers, the State of co-operate with us in such measures as may
well it is that this cannot be done, without Virginia made various trials of what could be necessary for arresting the evil.
14th ult. says
1 here is much difficulty in
chusetts.
shipping at this time, and we know of no
By Mr. Dawes, an advocate for the Consti the intervention of the same authority which be done by her individual laws. She venturtution, it was observed, “ Our manufactures made the Constitution.—If it could be so •j ed on duties and imposts as a source of reveThe whole number of Foreign arrivals at vessel to be had under ^d. In fact we heaM
; Resolutions were passed at one
one time
uiue the port of Boston, in 1828 was 68Q—Fnr^io-n that that price was refused for a vessel yes
&re another great subject which Ifas received done, there would be an end to that stability i nue
to
encourage
and
protect
her
own
navigation
dearasic^s,
533.
GVas tL. foreign terday.
1 id Government, and in Laws? which is e^’ t ?'
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A message was received from the Senate, i injury done his house at a Regimental Mus
proposing a convention of both Houses at ter, were severally read, and referreti to the \ On leave of Absente. Messrs. Storer, of
eleven o’clock to-day in the Representatives } Committee on Militia and Military Affairs. Carthage, Bishop, of Westbrook, and Rock
Twentieth congress...».second session.
wood, of Belgrade.
Chamber, for the purpose of coming to the Sent up for concurrence.
SENATE.
On Finance. Messrs. Adams, of Portland
choice of seven Counsellors, and the House
~
THURSDAY,
JAN.
8.
Petition
of
Daniel
Granger,
agent
in
behalf
SENATE.
concurred.
Lord, of Kennebunk-Port; Rowell of Jef
of
the
U.
States,
for
liberty
to
occupy
certain
Afternoon. Obediah Hill appeared,
ferson.
IN CONVENTION.
FRIDAY, JAN. 2.
lands for public purposes on condition of pay
was qualified, and took his seat.
On County Estimates, Messrs. White of
committee appointed to collect, sort ing to the owners thereof, a just compensation,
" Mr. Chandler's.resolution for an inquiry
Mr. Dane from the Committee,'reported and'The
count the votes for seven Counsellors re therefor was read and referred to the com Monmouth ; Bonny, o! Turner; Johns m ’of
into the expediency of continuing the military Rulesand Orders for the government of the
road from Mars hill to the mouth of Mada- Senate—-they were read and accepted, and ported that the 'whole number of votes was mittee ôn the Judiciary. Sent up for concur .Minot.
On Change of Names. Messrs. Bartlett,
wasca, in the state of Maine ; and his reso 100 copies ordered to be printed for the use 160, necessary to a choice 81 and that
rence.
of Garland, Fogg, of Scarborough ; N-asfo of
CALEB EMERY had
lution for an inquiry into the expediency of] of the Senate.
Petition
of
John
Holmes,
as
Agent
and
in
Addison.
PHINEHAS varnum
abolishing the office of Miijor General in the
behalf of the provisional Trustees and oth
On Bills in od Reading. Messrs. Smith,
R EU EL W ASH BUR N
112 ers interested in thé Alfred Academy,TUr an
army of the United States were agreed to.
’
FRIDAY, JAN. 9.
EBENEZER FARLEY
115 act of incorporation, and grant in'land or of Nobleborough ; Emerson, of York; Al
Some time was spent in the consideration of
den, of Brunswick ; Clark, of Hallowell ;
On motion by Mr. Kingsbury, Ordered, JONATHAN G. HUNTOON
112 otherwise.
executive business. Adjourned to Monday.
Swan, of Porthind.
That the Senate appoint the joint Standing SIMEON STETSON
112
On Engrossed Bills. Messrs. Cobb,"of
JOHN
S.
KIMBALL
Committees proposed by the House.
114
MONDAY, JAN. 5.
MONDAY.JAN. 12.
Durham; Bradford, of Li verm ore ; Eaton of
W’ho were declared elected. 'The ConOn motion by Mr. Kingsbury, Ordered,
The bill authorising the citizens of Arkan That the Secretary of State be directed I vention then separated.
On motion of Mr. Shapleigh, of Berwick, Winslow ; True, of Poland ; 'Tucker, of Saco.
sas to elect certain officers, &c was ordered forthwith to notify the Counsellors eject,
Ordered, That the Secretary of State be
On Pay Roll. Messrs. Hyde, of Bath;
The Joint Select committee appointed to
to a third reading. At one o’clock the Sen that they have severally been elected by a engage some .suitable person to draft billsand directed to lay before the House the returns . Lathrop, of Leeds, Bradbury, of Hollis.
ate proceeded to the consideration of Execu .convention of the two Houses of the Legis resolves, &c. reported that they had em of the Sheriffs of the several counties as by
I
Joint Standing Committees.
tive business.
lature" for the current political year and re ployed Randolph A. L. Codman, Esq. which law required.
On the Judiciary. M essrs. Dane, Kings
Petitions of John Fuller and als of Harmon, bury,
quest their immediate attendance at the was accepted.
Emerson of the Senate.
Ordered, 'That so much of the Governor’s Carmel and Etna on the subject of Fisheries ;
Council Board. Sent down for concurrence.
Messrs. Holmes, of Alfred ; Boutelle, of
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. —Concurred.
Speech as relates to the 'Tariff, be commit of Simon Dearborn and others ; 'Trustees of .Waterville;' Ruggles, of 'Thomaston ; Al
ted to a special joint Committee to consist of Monmouth Academy for aid in connecting den, of Brunswick; Ridder,of Milburn; of
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 31.
Standing Committees of the Senate.
five members:on the part of the House.—So with said institution a department for the in the House.
Mr. Sprague, frmn the Committee'of
t
On
Bills
in
second
Beading.
—
Messrs.
much as relates to the North Eastern Boun struction of females ; of West Machias on
Ways and Means, repqrted-a bill to repeal
On Literature and Literary Institutions.
Kingsbury,
Parsons,
Hilton,
Dane,
Phelps,
dary to adjoint Special Committee to consist the subject of the fisheries in said town ; uf Messrs. Cushman, Emerson ; of the Senate.
the tonnage duty on vessels of the United
also of five members on the part of the the town of Buxton for aid in supporting their
States, and on certain foreign vessels. Mr. Healey, Emerson, Gardner and Holbrook.
Messrs.
Bourne, of Kennebunk ; Perkins’
On Engrossed Bills.—Messrs. Page, House,—So much as relates to Military For bridges ; of the proprietors of the Kenne
Anderson, of Maine, laid on the table of the
of Hebron ; Stevens, of Belfast; of the
French,
Emerson,
Hill,
Cushman,
Witham
Pier,
for
an
extension
of
their
charter
;
bunk
tifications,
to
the
Joint
Standing
Committee
Housejof Representatives resolutions calling
House.
on Militia and Military Affairs.—So much as of Thomas Jones for change of name; of
on the President of the United States tor in and Usher.
On Incorporation of Towns. Messrs»
John
F.
Reeves
for
remuneration
in
pursuing
relates
to
Agricultural
products
and
encour

formation on the subject of the arrest and
Gardner, Bodwell, Healey; of the Senate.
Luther
Richardson,
a
fugitive
from
justice/
aging
the
same;
by
Premiums,
to
a
Special
imprisonment of John Bakerot Maine, -by !
SATURDAY, JAN. 10.
Messrs. BGcher, of Farmington ; Gilman,
the British authorities, 8cc. The bill to au
The several petitions that were sent up Joint Committee.—So much as relates to
of Wells; Cummings, of Paris; Stevens, of
thorize the occupation of the Territory of from the House were concurred in by the Education, to the Joint Standing Committee
TUESDAY, JAN. 13.
Bluehill; Vincent, of Orrington; of the
the Oregon was again taken up in committee Senate (for particulars see the proceedings on Literature and Literary Institutions.—So
On motion of Mr. Kent of B.
House.
much as relates to the, relations of Debtor
of the whole, debated, but the committee of the House.)
Ordered, That the committee on the Ju
On State Lands. Messrs. Parsons, Phelps,
and Creditor to a Joint Special Committee diciary be' instructed to inquire into the ex French,
rose and the House adjourned without taking
of the Senate.
to consist of five members.—So much as re pediency of amending the law relative to>
any definitive vote.
Adj. to Friday.
Messrs. Pond, of Bucksport; Herrick, of
MONDAY, JAN. 12.
lates to the Penal Code and Penitentiary es highway so as to prescribe and fix the mode: Lewiston
; Colburn, of Bloomfield; Crooker,
Several petitions came up from the House tablishment at Thomaston to the Joint of giving notice by the locating committee to• of Foxcroft
FRIDAY, JAN. 2.
; Morse, of Wilton, of the
for concurrence.
Standing Committee on the State Prison and the owners of land .over which town and House.
A bill was reported by .Mr. P. P. Barbour,
On motion of Mr. Emerson the Bill to in Penal Code.—So much as relates to the Pub county roads may be laid—memorial of J.
from the committee on the Judiciary, on the corporate
On Banksand Banking. Messrs. Kingsthe South Parish in the town of lic Buildings, to the Joint Standing Commit R. Chadbourne relating to damage sustained. bury
and Holbrook ; of the Senate.
subject.of the Supreme Court.
Bridgton was taken from the files and refer tee on. State lands.
by him by reason of timber being taken from
Massachusetts Claims,— Mr. Drayton, red
Messrs.
Swan, of Portland ; McCobb, of
to
the
committee
on
Parishes,
&c.
Sent
Ordered’, That so much of the Governor’s lands owned by him.
from the committee oh Military Affairs, re down for concurrence.
Phipsbürgh; Mowry, of Lubec; of the
Speech as relates to the Massachusetts
A communication from the Governor by House.
po; ted the following bill:
A message was received from tjie Gover Claim be referred to a Joint Special Com- the Secretary was received with a plan of
A bill to authorize the payment of the claim nor,
On the State Prison and Criminal Code.
communicating
a
plan
of
the
Àiaine
Mil-,
mittee.
the Military Road surveyed and located un Messrs. Healey and Hill, of the Senate.
of Massachusetts, for certain services of itary road ; read and referred to the commitOrdered,
That
so
much
of
the
Governor
’
s
der the superintendence of J. B. F. Russell
her Militia during the late war.
Messrs. Selden, of Norridgwock, Dole, of
tee on Turnpikes. Bridges, &c. Sent down Speech as relates to the Mattanawcook Road assistant Quarter Master U. S. Army accom Aina
; Powers, of Sanford ; of the House.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of for
eonciuTence.
be
referred
to
the
Joint
Standing
Committee
panied by a letter from that officer.
JiRepresentatives of the United States of On motion of Mr. Cushrnan,
On Turnpikes, Bridges, and Canals.
on
Turnpikes,
Bridges
and
Canals.
—
Ad

Mr. Holmes from the committee on the Messrs. Usher, and Drummond, office Sen
America, in Congress assembled, That, out
Ordered, that when the Senate adjourn journed.
subject of the Register of the Council and ate.
of any money in the Treasury, not otherwise they
adjourn
to
meet
again
to-morrow
mom1
the
messages of the Governor relating to the
appropriated, the sum of four hundred and
Messrs. Frost, of 'Topsham ; Cummings,
Afternoon.—On motion, the committee
Adjourned.
thirty thousand seven hundred and forty ing at 10 o’clock.
to contract with some person to perform the same, made report which was read and or of C. Elizabeth, Shapleigh, of Berwick; of
dered
to
be
printed
and
10
o
’
clock
to-morrow
the
House.
eight dollars and twenty-six cents, be paid to
duties of Messenger, See. were instructed to
assigned for its consideration.
the State of Massachusetts, for certain servi
On Incorporation of Parishes. Messrs.
contract
with
Thomäs
Baker,
thé
present
TUESDAY, JAN. 13.
A message was received from the Gover Witham, and Ricker, of the Senate.
ces of her militia rendered during the late
incumbent, at a rate not exceeding four dol
Message from the Governor relating to the lars
nor by the Secretary relating to the Northwar.
Messrs. Mitchell, of N. Yarmouth ; Will
per
day.
Eastern Boundary and committed to the se iams, of Readfield ; Baldwin, of Mercer; of
This bill was twice read, and committed to North Eastern Boundary and to the NewMi\
Smith
declined
further
service
on
said
the House.
the Committee of the Whole on the state of Hampshire Boundary Line, was read, and committee ; the House excused him there lect committee on that subject.
with the accompanying documents referred
the Union.
On Manufacture. Messrs. Holbroolc, and
from, and appointed in his stead, Mr. Mc
to
the,respective
committies
who
have
under
Hilton, of the Senate.
The House, in Committee of the whole,
Cobb of Phipsburgh.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 14.
consideration
those
subjects,
sent
down
for
then took up a private bill relating to the
Messrs. Hodgman, of Warren ; Whitman,
A message was received from the Senate
Special Committees of both Houses.
claims of certain citizens of Georgia, upon concurrence.
of N. Gloucester; Smith, of N. Sharon; of
proposing to meet in convention at U o’clock the
On
motion
of
Mr.
Emerson,
House.
On so much of the Governors Speech as
which however no final vote was taken.
Ordered, That the committee on the Judi relates to the ThMessrs. Holmes of ’«his day, for the purpose of choosing a Sec
A message was received from the Presi
On the Militia and Military affairs. Mes
retary and Treasurer—concurred.
ciary
be
instructed
to
inquire
into
the
expe

Alfred, Hyde of Bath, Fisk of Fayette,
dent of the U. States, covering a report from
The committee appointed to take into srs. Hilton, and Usher, of the Senate.
of altering the existing Lawsrelative White of Monmouth, and Little of Wind
the Secretary of War, in reply to a resolu diency
Messrs. Sprague, of Greene; Marston, of
consideration the Resolve of 1822 providing
to
costs
in
civil
actions.
ham, of the. House f Messrs. Kingsbury, for the promulgation of the Laws reported a Phillips; Merrill, of Falmouth; of the
tion of the House asking for information as
On
motion
of
Mr.
Dane,
the
petition
of
House.
Drummond and Hill, of the Senate.
to the intended frauds upon the revenue, re
resolve which provided that the Gazette of
On so much of the same Speech as gefates Maine be the State Paper-read and passed.
On Interior Fisheries. Messrs. Hill, and
ferred to in the Message of the President Samuel Pierson and als. was taken from the
files
and
referred
to
the
committee
on
Turn

W itham ; of the Senate.
to
the
North
Eastern
Boundary
—
Messrs,
Adjourned to Monday.
pikes, ¿kc.
IN CONVENTION.
Boutelle of Waterville, Vance’of Baring,
Messrs. Miller, of Waldoborough ; Far
Messrs. Emerson and French of the Sen row, of Isleborough; Bell, of Trescott; of
Neal of Litchfield, Coburn of Bloomfield,
MONDAY, JAN. 5.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14. - and Carpenter of Howland, of the House ; ate, Herrick, Williams and Baldwin of the the House.
An unusual number of petitions were pre
On applications from sick and' wounded.
On motion by Mr. Dane, the resolve in fa Messrs. Parsons, Cushman, and Ricker, of House were appointed a committee to re
sented. A communication from the Secre
ceive, sort and count the votes for a Secreta Soldiers. Messrs. Phelps, and Page, of the
vor of Seth Spring was taken from the files the Senate.
tary of the Treasury was laid before the and
On so much as relates to Agricultural ry of State, who reported that the whole Senate.
to the committee on Turnpikes,
House. It enclosed the estimates for the See. referred
163
Messrs. Hyde, of Freeport ; Eastman, of
Agreeably to assignment the two products, Uc.—Messrs. Fillebrown of Win number of votes was
ensuing year, and was referred to the Com branches
82 Cornville; Wentworth, of Norway; of The
in convention for the purpose throp, Ricker of Freedom, and EmeTson of Necessary to a choice
mittee of Ways and Means. Mr. Polk hav of electingmet
95 House.
a Secretary of State, add Treas Harrison, of the House ; Messrs. Phelps and Edward Russell Esq. had
ing obtained the floor, made a successful urer.
Amos Nichols Esq.
59
On accounts. Messrs. Page,and Gardner y
French, ofthe Senate.
motion to take up the billLlaid on the table
Scattering
8 of-the Senate.
On so much as relates to the relations of
at the last session, to authorize the State of
Whereupon
Edward
Russell
was
declared
Messrs. Robinson, of Vassalborough : Fol
Debtor and Creditor— Messrs Ruggles of
Tennessee to make grants and perfect titles,
som, of Eastport ; Hill, of Lyman ; of the
Thomaston, Jewett of South Berwick, De- chosen.
THURSDAY, JAN. 15.
Mr. Crockett moved ari amendment after an
House.
Messrs. Parsons and Holbrook of the Sen
A communication was received from Eb shon of Biddeford, Currier of Windsor, and
amendment had been engrafted into the bili,
On claims. Messrs. Gardner, and Bod
Dwinal of Lisbon, of the House ; Messrs. ate and Stevens of B. Gilman of W. and
on motion of Mr. Polk—-to strike out the enezer Farley, Esq. declining to accept the Emerson
well ; of the Senate.
and
Hilton,
of
¿he
Senate.
Smith
ofN.
S.
were
appointed
a
committee
office
of
Counsellor.
whole of the original bill, and substitute an
Messrs. Little, of Castine; Roberts, of
On so much as relates to the Massachu to receive, sort and count the votes for a State
Order of the House, that the Committee
amendment which he had prepared. Some
Claim.—Messrs. Shaw of Wiscasset, Treasurer—whole number of votes was 163 Waterboro’; Weeks, of China; of the
discussion took place on this amendment, on the Judiciary be instructed to consider setts
of Madison, Atherton of Prospect, of Necessary to a choice
82 House.
thè object of which was, instead of making the expediency of providing by law that any Burns
MONITORS.
House ; Messrs. Dane and Gardiner, of ■ Elias Thomas had
113
the grants to the State, to make them directly number of inhabitants may- incorporate them'- the
Senate.
Mark Harris had
49 IL astern Division, M. Pearlee, of Whitfield.
to the settlers who are upon the lands, in the seives as a body politic for the purpose of theOn
“
Joseph Eaton1, of Winslow.
so much as relates to the line between Scattering
i Middle
first instance.—No question was taken on purchasing land for a burying ground, and
“ Nicholas Rideout,, of Cumb’ld.
State and New-Hampshire—Messrs.
Whereupon Elias Thomas was declared Eastern
the amendment, which was ordered to be making and repairing the’ fences enclosing this
the same, with leave to report by bill or Wentworth of Lebanon, Sands of Buxton, elected.
printed, before the House adjourned.
and Hubbard of Cornish, of the House ;
Upwards of sixty petitions and memorials otherwise, committed.
On motion of Mr. Usher, the petition of Messrs. Holbrook and Bodwell, of the Senate
TUESDAY, JAN. 6.
were presented to-day—among them was
the inhabitants of the town of Hollis was ta
the following
A letter was read from Edward Russell
ken
from
the
committee
on
Inspection
of
SATÏÏMM, JO. 17,18â£L
By Mr. Sprague,' of Me.-—a petition of mas
Esq. signifying his. acceptance of the office of
SATURDAY, JAN. 10.
ters of vessels navigating the waters of the towns, sent down for concurrence.
Secretary
of
State
;
also
a
letter
from
Ebe

On motion of Mr. Bourne of K.
State of Maine, for- the erection of a light 'Petition of the Proprietors of Kittery Point
Farley Esq. declining the office of
U. S. Senator.—It will be seen on refer
That a committee be appointed nezer
house on the Western end of Fox Island Bridge was referred to the committee on to Ordered,
Counsellor, to which he had been elected.
ence to the proceedings of the Legislature,,
inquire
whether
any
alterations
are
neces

Turnpikes,
Bridges
and
Canals,
in
concur

Thoroughfare, at the mouth of Penobscot
Petition of the proprietors of Kittery point
sary in a Resolve passed Jan. 28. 1822, pro
rence.
Bay.
Bridge, praying for a further time to build in the preceding columns, that the Hon.
On motion of Mr. Kingsbury, agreeable to viding for the promulgation of the Laws of the same. John Holmes, of Alfred; was, on ThursdayCase of John Baker and Boundary of Maine. the previous order of the legislature the Sen the State; with leave to report,See.—Messrs.
last, elected Senator' to the Congress of
FIRST BALLOT FOR SENATOR.
The following resolutions, which were ate proceeded to ballot for the choice of a Bourne of Kennebunk, Merrill of Sid
moved by Mr. Anderson, of Maine, on the Senator in Congress of the U. S- to fill the ney, and Sanbourne of Limerick were ap
At 11 o’clock the House proceeded to bal the United States, to fill the vacancy occa
31st of Dec. came up for consideration.
lot for Senator in Congress to fill the vacan sioned by the resignation of Mr. Parris.
vacancy occasioned by the resignation of A. pointed.
Resolved, That the President of the Uni K. Parris ; the committee appointed to re
Ordered, That the Senate be requested to cy occasioned by the resignation of Judge
ted States be requested to communicate to ceive, sort and count the votes, reported take from their files, and send to the House, Parris. Messrs Pond, of B. Smith of N. and
M A S S AC H USETTS. Hon-. N A'TH AN IE L.
this House all the information received, not that the whole number of votes given was 17
' “ the following petitions, viz. William Max Powers, of S. Hyde, of B. and Dodge of P.
S
ilsbee was elected U. S. Senator for 6:
heretofore communicated, in relation to the Necessary to constitute an election
well,
Jr.
and
als.
—
Benjamin
Whitney
and
were
appointed
to
receive
sort
and
count
the
9
seizure of John Baker, a citizen of the U.
JOHN HOLMES had
6 als.—Lot Rider, Jr. and als.—Ellis B. Usher votes, whole number of votes reported by the years from the 4th of March next, on the'part
’145 of the Senate of Massachusetts, on Thursday
States within the limits of the State of
J. WINGATE
6 and als., a committee of the town of Hollis. committee was
Maine, by persons acting under color of au
Necessary to a choice,
73 last. The choice on the part of the House
E. WHITMAN
5 Read and parsed—sent up.
Ordered, That there be a joint Standing John Holmes, had
thority from the Province of New-Bruns Second ballot, whole number of votes,
60
18
wick, and transporting said Baker beyond Necessary to coustimte an election,
41 took place on Thursday. Mr. Silsbee wag,
10 Committee on Claims. React and passed. William King,
the limits of the U. States, and there impris
19 undoubtedly re-elected.
JOHN HOLMES had
10 Sent up for concurrence. The Senate con Ezekiel Whitman,
oning, trying, and punishing him, for an al
J. WINGATE
4 curred, and appointed on their part, Messrs. Joshua Wingate, Jr.
leged offence against the British Govern
E. WHITMAN
4
.4 Gardner and Bodwell. The House joined Ether Shepley,
Delaware.—The Legislature of Dela
ment, committed within the limits and juris
JOHN HOLMES was then declared Messrs. Little of Castine, Roberts of Wat- Reuel Williams,
ware
has made choice of John M. Clayton,
erborough,
and
Weeks
of
China.
Peleg Sprague,
diction of the U. States and the State of elected on the part of the Senate.
Esq.,as U, S. Senator, for 6 years from the
Messrs Kingsbury anj Page of the Senate, Joshua Cushman,
Maine.
Message was received from the House
Resolved, That the President of the Uni proposing a Convention in the Representa and Messrs Adams of Portland, Emerson of Joseph Dane,
fourth of March next. Mr. Clayton is a
ted ¡States be requested to communicate to tives’ Chamber to-morrow, at 11 o’clock, York, and Jewett off Bowdoinham of the Enoch Lincoln,
zealous friend of the present national admin
this House all the correspondence that has for the purpose of electing a Counsellor for House, were appointed a Committee to report Joshua Wingate, Jr.
istration and is elected in place of H. M.
passed between the Government of the Uni Lincoln District, in the place of E. Farley the time, place, and manner; to be pre
SECOND BALLor.
Ridgeley, a warm Jackson man.
scribed by the Legislature, tor making choice
ted States and that of Great Britian, in rela declined. Concurred.
'Fhe committee reported that the whole
of two Senators from this State, to the Con number
tion to the aforesaid argest, and to the juris
of
votes
was
145
gress of the United States.
diction assumed by the authorities of the
We insert on the first page of this day’s
73
Ordered, That when this House adjourn, Necessary to a choice
British Province of New-Brunswick, or of
J
ohn
H
olmes
,
had
paper,
the first Letter of Ex-President Mad
78
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
it adjourn until Monday next, at half past
the British Government, over any portion of
Wm. King,
41 ison, upon the important subject of the Tariff,
ten o’clock, A.M.; and that after this day, Ezekiel
the territory within the jurisdiction of the
THURSDAY, JAN. 8.
Whitman,
United States and withm the limits of the
which, from the high character of the wri
Afternoon. Mr. Dole reported a list of there be but one session each day, commenc
Wingate Jr#
8
new State of Maine, as defined by the Treaty the names of the members of the House of ing at half past nine o’clock in the morning, Joshua
ter, his thorough acquaintance with our Con
Ether
Shepley,
4
until
otherwise
ordered.
of Peace of 1783.
Representatives.
1 stitution, and the vast difference between his
A large number of petitions were this day Joseph Dane,
Mr. Bartlett suggested to the honorable
A Message from the Governor, was on
Enoch Lincoln,
1 viewsand those recently promulgated by the
mover the propriety of inserting the usual motion, laid upon the table, and three bun presented, among which were :
1
Petitions of Reuben Buck and als. of Shap- George Evans,
clause, which leaves it discretionary with dled copies ordered to be printed for the use
Whereupon John Holmes, Esq. of Alfred" hotspurs in some of the Southern States*
leigh, for a division of said town ; of Wash
the Executive to judge whether the public of the members.
cannot be perused without interest by our
ington Remick that his land may be set off was declared to be elected a Senator to Con
interest will adjjnit of the proposed disclo
from Kittery to Eliot, were-read and refer gress, on the part of the House and a mes readers.—The history of this letter and also
sure.
red to the Committee on the incorporation of sage was sent to the Senate to inform them of another on the same subject, which we
Mr. Bartlett’s motion was carried in the
FRIDAY, JAN. 9.
of the same.
towns.
Sent up for concurrence.
affirmative—-ayes 85,noes 40.
shall lay before our readers as early as prac
A Message was received from the Govern
An order passed the House assigning to
Petition of Committee of Hollis, praying
The resolutions, as thus amended, were or which on motion, was referred to Mes
ticable, is. says the National Intelligencer^
morrow,
10
o
’
clock,
for
coming
to
the
choice
aid, and support of their Bridges was read
adopted by the House.
srs. Holmes of Alfred, Smith of Noblebor for
and referred to the Committee on Turn of a Counsellor, in the room of Ebenezer briefly as follows :
ough, and Little of Castine.
“ 1 hese letters were not originally written
pikes, Bridges.and Canals. Sent up for con barley, who declines serving.
'The Committee appointed to wait on the currence.
JohnA^cLean has been chosen U. S. Sen
for the Press, but are now authorized to be
several
ordained
Clergymen
of
the
town
of
ator fronithe State of Illinois for 6 years
published,
on the earnest representations of
Pt
’
kizon
of'Zebulon
Howard
and
als.
mem

Standing Committees of the House.
from the 4th of March next. Mr. Thomas’, Portland, and invite' their attendance as bers of the Saco and Biddeford Light Infant
some of the friends of Mr. Madison, to whom
vice exOn Contested Elections. Messrs. Clark, of the publication appeared to be of great inter
the present incumbent, term of service
ex f f-haP‘ains to the House of Representatives, ry for authority in law to make By Laws ;
pirqs at that time, and he has recei■nth' re- &-c- reported that the Clergymen aforesaid and a petition of Nathaniel Davis that Na Halfowell, Jewett, of Bowdoinham, Clark, of est and of deep importance to the* Nation.
;
!
would
comply
with
the
wishes
of
the
House.
Limington, Kent, of Bangdr, and Brjdgham,
moved to the State of Ohio.
Tn the present state of our country thess
thaniel Springer may be indemnified for an of
Buckfield.
papers ,cannot but be highly acceptably
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1 [first 7 were; under 16
of lem of one litter.
bv. Joseph W.Clarey, f
[installed as pastor of tl
tl fob and society in Corn
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k Asaiel Davis wa<
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the third
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C ra and Society in Po
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tb Occasion, which were
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‘to [prayer and Reading
■ ti If by Rev, Mr. Pierp
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Andrews, of Newburyp
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nbe. Messrs c.
to the public^ The opinions of the distin
guished author, one of the framers of the
OBZTTJÆRT.
Constitution, if not the father of it, cannot
but carry with them great weight, They
ox Jefi are of the greater authority, from his having
T ' Vh’te. Of been appealed to by those who sustain doc
trines opposite to those which he avows and
defends. He stands, in this respect, as the
■ we.?. Messrs p
.
arbiter between contending parties and it is
Scarboro^,-.'
hoped that this lucid exposition will go far to
convince many who have heretofore seri
Mes-snc
’ ously questioned the power of Congress
DIED—In Lyman, on the 5th inst. Mrs.
w.epon, of York
which he-maintains.
Sarah Low, widow of the late John Low,
• tlark. 9f H-dlco,-^
In the calm philosophy of his retirement Esq. aged 69.
from the turmoil of the world, the judgment
In Saco, 30th ult. Mr. James R. Bryant
which he has deliberately formed, and now aged 43.—8th inst. Edmund Page, aged 18.
. Messrs. Cobs •
of Livermore - Eat
P ’ °ot argumentatively sustains, cannot be suspectIn Lebanon, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Mr.
ed of being influenced by any political bias Edward Grant, aged 56.
oland ; 'Fucker, ofs
Hyde, of,’f pto
is 0, or casual excitement. He has the wisdom
In Limerick, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Mr.
jj
r of age—the fruit of experience, plucked from Azariah Libbv, aged 86.—Osgood, a child ot
■’ailbury, of Hollis,
the
tree
of
knowledge.
”
Mr. Samuel Emery, aged 18 months.
Cominiitees.
o In Newfield, Mrs. Hodsden, of Saco, aged
Messrs. Dani' U:
'Senate.
’ Kl-ngs38.
We are indebted to the polite attention of
The Deaths in Kittery, in 1828, were 36.
f
; Bauteile nF a much esteemed friend for the following
of 1 homastön • ’¿i
sketch of yesterday’s proceedings in the Leg
Tn Nashville, Tennessee, on the 22d ult.
bidder,of Milburi.
Mrs. R achel Jackson, wileof Gen. Andrew
islature.
Jackson, President elect of the United
FRIDAY, JAN. 16.
iei-son’l-rN-^'9//Zz^z’°^
States. Mrs. J’s. illness was of short dura
tion.
ucison , of the Senate
Convention.
of"B"u't ; Peibi“<
The two houses assembled in Convention
. ot Belfast ; of ih. for the purpose of filling the vacancy in the
I Council, occasioned by the declining of EbOf Ibwns. Messrs ^enezer Farley.
of the Senate '
Whole number of votes,
162
82
SNecessary for a choice,
, or 1 ans ; otevens,
78 SUSP
David Crowell, had
d Orrmgton; of th(i Ebenezer Herrick,
42
40
’ Jonathan Thayer,
Messrs. Parsons, PheIps. • Scattering,
2

Ata Court of Probate holden-at Alfred-\
within andfor the County of York, on the\
| At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within first i uesclay of January, in the year q/
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty- that there is due from the Proprietors of
and Jar the County of York, on the first
mne, by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES
Tuesday of January, in the year of our
The Kennebunk Social Library,
Judge of said. Court t
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine, by
N the petition of Napthali Chad- foi 1 axes and Fines on their several shares
the Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES,
BOURj^ guardian of Samuel Chadbourn, prior to the first -day of February, 1828,as
Judge of said Court t
a person non compos mentis, representing
ANIEL HANSON, named Executor that the personal estate of his said ward is follows, to wit :
Share Tax.
in a certain instrument purporting toj not sufficient to pay the just debts which he
Proprietor's Names.
No.
D. Ç.
be the last will and testament of Daniel
owes tor his support and maintenance by the
Mary F. Wallingford,
5
1 34
Hanson, late of Lebanon, in said county, sum of one hundred and seventy dollar's and
John Lillie,
11
94
Yeoman, deceased, having presented the .ninety-seven cents, and praying for a license
Samuel
Emerson,
13
1.44
same for probate :
to sell and convey so much of the real estate
John Frost,
16
26
ORDERED,— That the said executor oi his said ward as maybe necessary for the
Heirs of Jonas Clark,
26
4 IS
give notice to all persons interested, by caus payment of said debts and incidental charges *
James
Burnham,
33
12
ing a copy of this order to be published
ORDERED—‘That the petitioner give no
Enoch Hardy,
^2
1 50
tnree weeks successively in the Kennebunk tice thereof to all persons interested In said
Joseph
Hatch,
58
18
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
Charles W. Williams
59
10
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Napi
’
l.
H.
Fletcher,
’
68
44
South-Berwick, in said county, on the first in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
David
Little,
71
28
Monday of February next, at ten of the successively, that they-^may appear at a Pro
Benjamin Smith,
24
40
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any bate Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in
Burleigh Smarty
78
14
they have, why the said instrument should said county, on the first Monday in February
Ed mu nd. Lord,
81
2 79
not be proved, approved, and allowed as the next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Daniel H idsdon,
83'
20
last will and testament of the said deceased. shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
Abiel Kelly^
84
10
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of.said
petition
should
not
be
granted.
A true copy—Attest,
And unless tile said Taxes and Fines are
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
paio before the second day of February next
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true Cq/zi/—Attest,
Jan. 17.
together with intervening charges thereon’
_
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the said delinquent shares will be sold at
Jan. 17. .
Pubnc Auction at the Bookstore of James
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred,
within and for the County of York, on the At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, Remich, on thg said second day of Fefiruarv
next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
first Tuesday of January, in the year of
within andfor the county of York, on the
Pursuant to a vote of said Proprietors
our Lord eighteen hundred and. 'twentyDANIEL SEWALL A^eri
first Tuesday in -frnuary, in the year of
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
Kennebunk, 13th Jan. 1829.
’
our Lord eighteezPhundred and twentyHA Y-ES, Judge of said Court :
nine, by the Honorable WILLIAM A.
T. he Proprietors of The Kennebunk So-1
ILLIAM PERKINS, Jr, named Ex
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
ci al Lib rar rare hereby notified, that their
SECOND BALLOT.
KENNEB UNK, JANUAR Y 17.
,'cksport; Herrick, of
ecutor in a certain instrument, pur
annual
meeting will be held at '1 owle’s Inn
AVID BOYD, administrator of the es161
porting to be the last will and testament of tate of Joseph Mayall, late of Ber on Monday,the,second day of February next’
Moomfield; Crooker . ) Whole number
f
Necessary
for
a
choice,
81
memoranda
.
» of Wilton, of the
William Perkins, late of Wells, in said coun
at six o clock m the evening, for the purpose
wick, in said county, deceased, having pre
I David Crowell,
88
Saco, Jan. 7—-Ar. sch, Mary, Perkins ty, yeoman, deceased, having presented the sented his first account of administration of of choosing Officer's for the year ensuing, and
|
Jonathan
Thayer,
41
same
for
probate
:
my Messrs. Kings,
tor tlie transaction of such other business as
e*tatF of
deceased for allowance:
t Ebenezer Herrick,
32 Boston ; 9th, sip. Charles, Benson, do.
f the Senate.
ORDERED— 1 hat the said executor t ORDERED
—That the said administra mav be thought proper.
David Crowell was therefore declared
Ar. at Mobile, 19th ult. brig Orestes, Na give notice to all persons interested bv
'ortland ; McCobb, of
B’ 1 he books are all to be returned in
tor give notice to all persons interested
son, of this port.
of Lubec; of the : duly elected.
causing a copy of this order to be published
the library by 2 o’clock in the afternoon
Phineas Varnum, Caleb Emery, John
Ent. at New-Orlearis, 14th ult. ship Gen. three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk by causing a copy of this order to be publish to
oi
said
day.
ed three weeks successively, in the Kenne
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that thev bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
and Criminal Code ■S Kimball, and Simeon Stetson, Coun- Pike, Havre.
DANIEL SEWALL, Clerk.
> sellers elect, came in and were qualified by
At S. W. Pass, 14th ult. brig George, of this may appear at. a Probate Court to be held
til, of the Senate,
Jan’y 17, 1829.
said county, that they may appear at a Pro
at South-Berwick, in said county, on the bate Court to be held at South-Berwick, in
orridgwock, Dole, of taking the oaths required by the Constitu port, for Boston.
tion and Laws of the State.
Ships Eagle, Nowell, of this port, and Pe first Monday of February next, at ten of the
ord ; of the House
said county, on the first Monday in February
■Ages, and Canals. : At eleven o’clock, the House proceeded to ru, Cole, of Saco, had been chartered at cIock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
ballot for a Senator in Congress fornix years New-Orleans, Dec. 12, to take cotton from they have, why the said instrm»ient shou’d
ummond, bftije Sen- 3 from
shew cause :f any tli'ey have, why the same
the 4th March next.
Mobile to Liverpool, at 11-16.
not be proved, approved, and allowed as the
number of votes,
142
1 he Mexico, Patterson, of and for this last will and testament of the said deceased. should not be allowed.
fXZNEW CASE OF A CURE I
ipsham ; Cummings i' Whole
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. ~
Necessary for a choice,
72 port, sailed from St. Thomas 1.9th ult.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
iigh, of Berwick; of Peleg
A true copy—.4pTEst,
“ BOSTON, NOVEMBER 24th.
Sprague had
91
Ent. at New-Orleans, 17th ult. brig Leoni
A true copy—Attest,
vVm. Cutter Allen,
SIR?'“The Pi]e Ointment and Electuary!
40 das, Ward, of and from this port. The Ea
f Parishes. Messrs., John Chandler
T
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
Jan.
10.
n
IWm. Abbot
kJ lately had of you, has had an excellent
5 gle, Nowell, cld. on. the 14th ult. for Mobile.
Jan.17.
°
u ihe Senate.
E. Whit man
i
have been troubled for years with
1 Ar. 10th, Orion, of this port, from Martin
N. Yarmouth; Will- FR.
Ata
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Alfred.
ique.
Williams
the i ¡les, and havejiever found any remedy
2
At a Court, of Próbate holden at Alfred, zeithin'■
Id win, of Mercer; of ‘IT Boutelle
within
anfi
for
the
County
of
York,
on
that would compare with yours. The late
Ar. at Boston, 14th inst. brig Ivory Lord,
1
andjor the County of York, on the first
the first Tuesday of January, in the year attack was a severe one, but the relief was
Wingate, Jr.
2 Lewis, of this port, New-Orleans, 14th ult.
Messrs. Holbrook, and J. P
Tuesday
of
January,
in
the
year
of
our
.
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred-and
tzoentyS.
W.
Pass,
2d.
almost immediate. I take great, pleasure in
eleg Sprague was accordingly duly
PJAhy t,le Honorable WILLIAM A. corn m tiniest in g this to you, for the benefit of
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
The Saco, Jordan, for New-York, was
‘Warren ; Whitman, •elected, on the part of the House.
HA\ ES, Judge of said Court:
any who may be suffering under so painful a
loading up Tampico River. 14th ult.
bii the Honourable WILLIAM A.
th, of N. Sharon; of
N the petition of Letitia Hall, widow disease.
Agreeable to assignment the Senate, at 12
T—-... H___ _
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:'
[From
the
New-Orleans
shipping
List.]
of John Hall, late of Alfred, deceas
»o’clock, proceeded to the choice of a Senator
“ Mr. Kidder
Hilary affairs. Mes- »in Congress for six years from the fourth of
ed,
praying
for
an
allowance
out
of
the
per

In port,*13th ult. among others, ship Pern, j^n^N the petition of Mary Kenney, widow
The original letter may be seen at ths
of the Senate.
IMarch next.
Cole, of Saco, for Mobile, soon ; brigs Ivory
of Ambrose Kenney, late of Lebanon, sonal estate of said deceased :
Counting Room of the Proprietor.
Greene; Marston, of
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
givenoWhole number of votes, 19. Peleg Sprague Lord, Lewis, of this port for Boston, on the in said county. Yeoman, deceased, praying
ilT’The proprietor of this Medicine' rec
Falmouth; of the »had 18, and was declared duly elected on the 16th ; Horace, Hatch, of do. for freight or for an allowance out of the personal estate of■ tice thereof to all persons interested’ in said ommends it with the fullest confidence as one
estate by causing a copy of this order to be of the most valuable remedies vet discover
said 'deceased :
ipart of the Senate.
charter; Caroline, Smith, of do. do.
. Messrs. Hill, and
Cld. at New-York, 6th inst. brig Syren
ORDERED—That the petitioner give published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print ed, for the cure of the painful and debilitat
notice thereof tn all persons interested in ed in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks ing complaint of the Piles. He deems it un
The messages of the Governor, and the Fernald, of Biddeford, for Norfolk.
Valdoborough ; Kar
said estate, by capsing a copy of this order successively, that they may.appear at a Pro necessary to publish any other than the fore
SPOKEN.
tell, of Trescott; of ^Report of the Committee in relation to the
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, bate Court to be holden at South-Berwick in going testimonial in its favor. This remedy
27th ult. offSand Key, brig Plato, of and printed m Kennebunk, in said county, tlp’ee said county, on the first Monday in February- has more perfectly answered the purpose for
Register and Records of the Council, are in
sick and wounded. 'type, but for want of room we are under the 18 days from this port, for New-Orleans.
weeks successively, that they may appear at next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and which ltrs intended,than any other now in
Lat.
32.|, Ion. 75, 20, sch. Boston-Packet.' a Probate Court to be holden at South-Ber shew cause, if any they have, whV the praver common
ps, and Page, of the i necessity of deferring their publication until
use, and affords immediate and per
Morrill, of Saco, from Wilmington, N. C wick, in said county, on the first Monday in of said petition should not be granted.
manent relieffrith from the disorder itself,
I)
next
week.
for
St.
Thomas.
eport; Eastman, of
February next, apon of the clock in the Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and its accompanying symptoms of pain in’
, of Norway; of lhe
forenoon, and she w cause, if any thev have A true copy—.Attest,
the loins, vertigo, head-ache, loss of appetite
why the prayer of said petition should not be I Jar 10 WM,‘ Gutter Allen, Register.
At the recent election of George M.Bibb,
indigestion, and other marks of debility.
’
Page,and. Gardner; date Chief Justice of Kentucky, to the Sr nate
granted.
The remedy is quite innocent and may be
itofthe United States. Col, Johnson the incumThe following is the list of books recbm . Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
adrnmistered to all ages and both sexes.
/assalborough : Fol- ibent was not in nomination. The opposing mended by the Superintending School Com
A true copy—Attest,
Plain and ample Directions with a descrip
of Lyman ; of the ^candidate was Burr Harrison, and the vote mittee of this town viz ;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tion of the complaint accompany each
Jan. 17.
Subscribers having been appointed package, which consists of ¿wo boxes one
toetween the two in the Legislature, gave 83
New York Primer,
Gardner, and Bod- do Bibb, and 50 to Harrison.
by the Hon. William A. Hates containing an Ointment, and the other an ACole’s Spelling Book,
At a Court of Probate hoi den at Alfred, Judge of Probate for the County of York’ lectuamj.—Price $1 for both articles, or 50
Jastine; Roberts, of
Easy Reader,
within and for the County of York, on Conimissioners to receive and examine the cents where but one only is wanted.
In the town of West-Chester, Penn, a fe w
of China; of the
Child’s Assistant,
***PrePared from the original Recipe
thefirst Tuesday of January, in the year claims of the creditors to the estate of
A|weeks since, there were killed 8 Pigs, weighe iate Dr W- T- CONWAY, by T
BENJAMIN COES,
L
iterary & Scientific Reader,
of
our
Lord
eighteen
hundred
and
twentyr
ng
as
follows,
556
pounds
—
524
—
568
—
430
—
□ RS.
late of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma KIDDER, his immediate successor and the
N
ew Testament,
Iil66
—
434
—
431
—
451
—
-Total
3800
pounds.
nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A. ker, represented insolvent, and the term of sole-proprietor. For sale wholesale, (with all
arlee, of Whitfield,
Alger’s Murray’s Grammar.
i Eaton, of Winslow, I|The first 7 were under 16 months old and 6
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
six months being allowed said creditors to the other Conway Medicines) at his Count
ilpf
them
of
one
litter.
iideotrt, of Cumb’ld. 1
Adam’s Geography,
N the petition of Patience Gile, ad bring in and prove their claims ; we there ing Room over No. 70, Court-street, corner
Rev. Joseph W. Clarey, formerly of Dover,
Robertson’s Elements,
ministratrix of the estate of Ephraim fore give notice that we will attend that ser of Hanover-street, and at retail by his spe
vice
was installed as pastor of the Congregational
Gz/e, late of Newfield, in said county, de
 at the Custom houseroom, in sale Ken- cial appointment by
Colburn/s Arithmetics,
lihurch and society in Cornish, N . H. on the
ceased, representing that the personal estate nebunk-port, on the last Saturday of this
JOHN LJLJ IE, Kennebunk, and
W
alsh
’
s
A
rithmetic
,
l?6th Nov. last.
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay the month and the five succeeding months from
JAMES D. DOWNING,
The committee are authorized to say that just debts which he owed at the time of his one to six o’clock, P. M. on said da vs.
ot. 17, lea®,
Rev. Asaiel Davis was installed Pastor
K ennebunk- Port.
R1UHT, 7 Commisbf the third Congregational ('Unitarian) these books, and no others, are to be used in death by the sum of four hundred and
OLIVER BOURNE.
5 sioners.
***None genuine without the written sig
the schools under their care: sensible, how seventy-two dollars and twenty-six «cents,
11 be seen on refer- C2hurch and Society in Portsmouth, N.. H, ever,
Kennebunk-Port,
Jan.
14,
1829.
that, in consequence of the frequent and praying for a license to sell and convey
nature of T. KIDDER, on the outside print
ibn Thursday the 1st inst. The services, on
ed wrapper.
of the Legislature,, khe
occasion, which were able and highly changes which have been made with regard so much of the fra! estate of said deceased,
to
books
to
be
used
in
the
Schools,
a
’
strict
ins, that the Hon. interesting, were as follows; Introducas may be necessary for the payment of said
adherence to this rule would cause much ex debts and incidental charges .*
, was, on Thursday oory prayer and Reading of the Scrip pense
and
inconvenience,
they
have
voted
E the subscribers having been ap
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
o the Congress of tures, by Rev. Mr. Pierpoint, of Boston ; that if any scholar is provided with school tice
pointed by the Hon. William A. FW1HE Copartnership heretofore existing
thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
oermon, by Rev. Mr. Gannett, of Boston,
the vacancy occai-iayfs, Esq. Judge of Probate, &c. for the between the subscribers is this day
rom Rom. viii, 6 : Installing prayer, by Rev. books which have been approved by any to all persons interested in said estate, by
former
committee,
they
may
be
retained.
County
of
York, to receive and examine the dissolved by mutual consent. All persons in
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
Mr. Andrews, of Newburyport ; Charge, bv
of Mr. Parris.
debted to said firm are requested to make
Rev. Mr. Pierpoint ; Right Hand of Fellow They view it, however, as a great evil in our in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken claims of creditors to the estate of
schools that there should be such a variety nebunk, in said county, three weeks success
payment to A. F. Symonds who is duly au
RUFUS NOWELL,
Ion-. Nathaniel ship, by Rev. Dr. Parker, of Portsmouth; of books in use, and while they feel desirous ively,
that they may appear at a Probate late of York, deceased, represented insolv thorised to adjust the same.
Concluding Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Gannett.
S. Senator for 6NATHANIEL UPHAM
1 Brighton Market. From the 28th of making as few changes as possible, their Court to be holden at Saco, in said county, ent, ——do hereby give notice that six months
wisH is, to have the best books in the several on the first Monday in March next, at ten of
ch next, on the part
A. F.SYMONDS.
|(>ept. to the 1st December, 1828, there were branches of school-education used by the the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
Wells, December 19, 1828.
prove their claims, and that we shall attend
asetts, on Thursday cold at this great Cattle Market,
Scholars. They would, therefore, urge H any they have, why the prayer of said peti that service at the dwelling house of Joseph
part of the House 2 21,546 Cattle, average vaT..$25 each $598,953 upon those who send children to the public tion
A. F. SYMONDS
should not be granted.
Frost Esquire, in Eliot, on the last Mon
3
39,391
Sheep,
”
”
$1,50
”
vo
59,74.-6
schools, to provide them with suitable books Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Has taken the stock formerly belonging to
Mr. Silsbee wa$
day
in
March
and
the
last
Monday
in
June
8,127 Swine, ”
” $4, 00 ”
28,508 from the above list. The exertions of e* en
A true copy—-Attest,
from one to six o’clock P. M. of said days ’ the firm of A. F. Symonds & Co. and will
the best teachers are often rendered of little
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A D 1829 Eli0t’the first day of January, continue the business at the old stand. A
F 69,064
Total, $687,207 avail by neglect in this particular.
Jan. 17.
share of public patronage is respectfully sogislature of DelaThose persons, who mav wish to keep
ed^ed *
RaSt ^avors £ratefully acknowlJOSEPH
FROST,
Iohn M. Clayton,
School, are required bv the laws of this State, At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
BENJAMIN ROGERS.
[communtcation.]
to obtain a certificate form the School Com ■ ■
' 6 years from the
A settlement of all demands belonging to
within'andJor the County of York, on
It is expected that the Rev. Mr. Clark, of mittee, that they are qualified to teach those
the late firm of A. F. Symonds & Co. must
Mr, Clayton is a Saco,
subscriber, having been chosen be
will preach in Washington Hall, in branches of education usually taught in our
thefir&t.Tuesday of January, in the year FBI HE
had before the 30th of April next.
[nominal] Treasurer of the
?nt national admin iliis village, tomorrow evening—services to public Schools. This certificate is valid only
Wells, January 8, 1829.
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
commence
at
half
past
6.
Kennebunk
Manufacturing
Company,
during the time the Committee by whom it
in place of H. M.
ty-nine'. by the Honourable WILLIAM
It is expected, likewise, that the Rev. Mr was given remain in office ; it therefore any
at their annual meeting on the second day of
i man.
A. HAYES Judge of said Court
person
who
has
hitherto
kept
School
within
lames, of Great Falls, Somersworth, will
June, 1828, hereby gives public notice, pursu
N
the
petition
of
M
aria
H
emmenway
,
the
limits
of
the
town
is
desirous
of
taking
a
t reach in the same place on Thursday eveant to law, that ata meeting of said Compa
page of this day’s png
administratrix of the estate of Moses ny on the twelfth day of March, 1828, it was
next—services to commence at hah School again, he must apply for a renewal
of his certificate.
lx-President Mad- - aast 6.
Hemmenway, late of Shapleigh, in said
________ Jan. 17r
joshpk a. moobit
voted, “ that an assessment or instalment of
School-masters will be examined by the county, deceased, representing that the per Jive per cent. be laid and raised on each share
ibject of the Tariff,
OFFERS FOR SALE A FEW
sonal
estate
of
said
deceased
is
not
sufficient
Committee
in
the
following
beanches,
viz
:
to be, paid into the Treasury, within thirty
aracter of the wriReading, Writing, - English Grammar’Ge to pay the just debts which he owed at the days.” And at, said annual meeting, it was
Bbls.
Howard Street Ip'3^ Ci I? lit.
ance with our Conography and Arithmetic. School-Mi stress time of his death by the sum of three thou voted, “that said assessment be called for
erence between his
es will be examined in Reading, Writing, sand and eighty-eight dollars and ninety and paid to the Treasurer, at such time as warrantedot first quality. Likewise, a quai>
English Grammer and in the fundamental’ seven cents, and praying for a license to sell the Directors may order.” But no order tity ofRTS at a small advance from cost;
promulgated by the
Jan. 9, 1829.
rules of Arithmetic.
and convey so much of the real estate (?f said has-been given by the Directors for the pay
: Southern States*
It is the duty of the Agents appointed in deceased, as may be necessary for the pay ment thereof; nor has the said assessment,
it interest by our
the several districts, to give notice to the ment of said debts and incidental charges ;
York County Bible Society.
or any part thereof ever been paid in to the
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no 1 reasurer.
Committee, of the time when the Schools
his letter and also
THE
semi-annual Meeting of the Trus
tice
thereof
to
the
heirs
c*
said
deceased,
and
under
their
charge
commence,
and
when
1 he capital stock of said Company con
subject, which we
tees of said Society will be held at the
MARRIED—In Cambridge, Mass. M. they are about to close. From want of in to all persons interested in said estate, by sisted of real estate valued at ^11,000—.Ma
rs as early as pracI harles Little, of the house of Hilliard formation on this subject, the Committee pausing a copy of this order to be published chinery valued at $14,090—Goods valued at house of Ether Shepley, Esq. in Saco, op
Wednesday, the 2lst day of January instant
mal Intelligencer,
lAay & Co. of Boston, to Miss Sarah-Ann, ire often prevented from visiting the Schools in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken about $5,000—besides a number of other ar- at
i 10 o’clock A. M.
is the law requires.
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes ticks; all purchased upon credit. For which
laughter of William Hilliard Esq. of C.
By order of the President,
sively, that they may appear at a Probate and other debts incurred by the Company’
Per order,
GEO : W. WELLS.
. In Saco, 29th ult. Samuel S. Jordan, Esq»
t originally written
JOHN FROST, Record’g Sec’y,
Kennebunk,
8th
Jan.
1829.
Court
to
be
holden
at
South-Berwick,
in
said
>
Miss
Sarah
Scamman.
—
On
the
8th
inst
suits
have
been
brought
by
the
creditors,
and
authorized to be
Kennebunk, January 9,1829,
county,
on
toe
first
Monday
in
February
!
Ir.
John
Phillips,
to
Miss
Mary
Ann
Tibbets
the
whole
property
of
said
Company
real
representations of ,
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and and personal has been sold at auction for the
In Washington citv, on the evening of N. \
Unitarian Advocate, for January.
Madison, to whom
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer benefit of the creditors, and the proceeds has
e ear’s day, the Hom John H. Eaton, Senatoi
Liberal Preacher, for December.
a be of great interof
said petition should not be graiited.
oom lennessee, and biographer of Gen
been greatly insufficient to satisfy them all.
Christian Examiner, for Sept, and
eto the Nation,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
[uckson,
to
Mrs.
Margaret
‘
Timberlake,
Oct.
—
are
ready
for
Subscribers,
at
So that the Company has become Insol
air country thesa
A good assortment of Justice
A
true
copy
—
A
ttest
,
■ idow of the late Purser T. of the navy.
vent.
DANIEL SEW ALL.
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore,
ighly acceptably
A^’m.Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, Jan, 14, 1828.
Blanks for Sale at this Office.

Notice is hereby given
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School Notice.

Commissioners’ Notice.
THE

O

Commissioners’ Notice.

W

O

NOTICE.

Flour & Rye.
,

Blanks.

Oregon Settlement.—The mouth of CoDISSOLUTION OF
umbia river, as it was named by white men.
r Oregon as the natives call it, seems desCOPARTNERSHIP.
cc
AKEN
will,
be sold on
at Execution
pUBLIC jrand
ENDUE
ned soon to become the scene of busy trade, VOKIC, SS.
■jWTO'UCE is hereby given that the CoHE Subscribers having been appointe®^
s it may be apprehended it will, in' future m Saturday, the thirty-first day of January, 1^ partnership existing between the
by the Hon. William A. HayeJ
times of combat and bloodshed, among the 1829, at one of the clock inthe afternoon, at Subscribers under the firm of
Judge of Probate for the County of YojH
rival commercial nations of the earth. Al Peter Frost’s dwelling-house in Waterbor
.
SRSBTES
&
KETES,
Commissioners
to receive and examine thj
ready. in fact, has the British government in ough—All the right in equity which Israel
the true character of Englishmen, extended Day has to redeem the farm on which he now will be dissolved on the first day of March claims of the creditors of the estate of
GEORGE HOBBS,
her jurisdiction over all north west America lives, situated in Waterborough, Seis bounded next ; and that they’ will attend until that
not already in the occupancy of some other on land of Adri el Hamilton, Humphrey Clark time to the settlement of their Book accounts. late of Berwick, deceased, Trader, represent-!
All persons having demands against them ed insolvent, and the term of six months be-;
power. And nothing remainsfbrthe Govern and others, and contains about forty-four
ment of the United States but to take pos acres, more or less, and is one half of the Lot are requested to present them for payment. ing allowed said Creditors to bring in and
BENJAMIN SMITH,
session of the immense and important terri which he the said Israel Day and Theodore
prove their claims ; we therefore give notice
Horace porter. that, we will attend that service at the
tory west of the Rocky Mountains, washed Day purchased of Andrew Roberts, by deed,
Kennebunk, December 24,1828. .
by the Pacific Ocean, and extending to the which deed is recorded on the 214th page of
dwelling House of Nathaniel Hobbs, Esq. in'
61st degree of North Latitude. One of the the 116th book^ of York County Records.
Berwick, on the last Saturday of this Month i
THE SAILING SHIP.
objects contemplated in establishing the au Said farm is subject to a mortgage deed for
and the five succeeding Months from one to ,
!■%
GO, gallant ship, go m thy majesty,
thority of this Government at the mouth of about two hundred and sixty dollars. Con
six o’clock, 1< M. on said days.
THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR SALE
Go, seek a distant not a happier shore ;
the Oregon, is the assumption and protection ditions made known at the time and place of
ENOS HGAG.
May gentle breezes on thy canvass be.
JOSEPH G. GOODWIN. |commissioners,|
of our rights, now seriously menaced by the sale.
JESSE GILMAN, Dep. Sheriff'.
T wo O’ood
And waving proudly may thy streamers soar. all grasping hand of Great Britain.
Berwick, Dec. 4th, 1828.
Alfred, Dec. 29, 1828,
A voyage to China from the mouth of the
Go, seek the land, where the feath’ry palm
MARES
Oregon is performed in about thirty days.
tree grows,
Dr. THAYER’S
BETTERS
How splendid is the vision which the imagi
Where spicy forests.purify the air,
pußi
Two
second
hand
CHAISES,
Remaining
in
the
Post
Office
at
Berwick,
Vegetable
PiH Catholicos. r ‘ JAMES
Where lovely nature many a charm bestows, nation frames of the greatness and power of
l‘
the
republic
;
extended,
not
by
conquest,
but
Me. Dec: 31, 1W29.
Four good SLEIGHS and Harnesses, A Highly Approved Universal
And scatters bounties in profusion there.
by the enterprise of her free citizens, from
A. B. C.
9'^2^
One
pair
of
TRUCKS
and
HARNESS,
MEDICINE.
Go. and in grandeur plough the watery deep, the shores of the Atlantic to the Pacific
ENJAMIN AUSTIN, Benjamin Ab
HESE Pills cleanse the stomach and
Where unknown monsters hold their view ocean ; united together and chained as it
bot, Louisa Adams, Andrew Austin,— One WAGGON^ suitable for one or
bowels ; restore lost or depraved apJ i
were to indissoluble union, by interests the
less way ;
two
Mary E. Buflum, Wentworth Butler, Eben
 Horses.
petite; correct bilious disorders; and are
And onward, still thy course majestic keep,
most powerful, and by means of easy interna) ezer Bursiel, William Brownielie,—Ger'The above articles will be sold cheap for an almost certain remedy for common cold^\
communication wonderfully designed by sham Clvments, William Cromwell, Joseph Cash
To meet the coming of the earliest day.
or approved endorsed Notes.
head-ache, cholic, dysentary and any disor’
Heaven,
and
still
more
wonderfully
increas

Cooper,
Thomas
Chadwic.
For further particulars apply to
Before returning o’er the boundless main,
det s in which physic is needful.
ed
by
the
wisdom
and
industry
of
man.
Soon
D. E. F. G.
OLIVER 'WALKER.
Full many a storm shall vent its thund’ring shall we see the vast regions west of the
They are highly recommended by u ^tar,:h
Jeremiah Dow, Aaron Downs,—Rosilla
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 26, 1828.
rage ;
Mississippi covered with a population like Frost, John Frost, Moses Foye—Francis
Physicians, and others who "are acquainted
Then may His hand, the fearless crew, sus ij our
own, and suppMdl with merchandize Goodwin, Rufus G. Gould, John Gould.
with their mild and pleasant operation, as al
tain,
*N”y’ o d"
a city that shall be formed at the mouth
preventative of fevers, if taken freely in their
Whose word alone, the tempest’s might as from
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
of the*Oregon. The rivers will be traversed
and may be continued as
ANTED immediately a quantity of commencement
suage.
Y.
Stephen
Hubbard,
Andrew
Horn,
Andrew
with Steamboats, and the rocky mountains
WOOD in payment for Rapers—also, physic through every stage of bilious or tyJ h
phus fevers.
will be scaled with canais and rail-roads, A. Hussey, Cyrus Hall, William Harvey,
a Lie fished’ ‘an
Corn, Wheat, Rye, Barley, Oats, Butter,
l&ï-WæSÆA ram
and it would not be singular if the merchants Nahum Heard—Joseph Knocks—Humphrey 8<c. &c. &c.
Each
box
is
accompanied
with
directions]
y
sinttePac,S
of New-Orleans should, in a few years, open Lord, Mary Lord, Abigail Lambart.
We would observe that the above named for using ; and recommendations from the t
THE SUBSCRIPTION LIST—a farce. a trade with China by the way of the Mis
M. N.O. P.
,
valuable part of society. And they are per-|
articles
will
be
received
in
payment
for
pa

Scene.— An editor, is discovered in an el sissippi, the Missouri, and the Oregon.
Richard Miller, Abigail Mason, Joseph per debts during the present Winter, after fectly safe for women and children in alii
bow-chair, with a long list of subscribers be
[It is a few degrees farther from Oregon
u.. . .
ourselves un
under no conditions.
fore him, his face radiant with hope, and his River to Canton, than from Boston to Lon Maya',1—Albra Nason Frosella Nute— which we’shall consider ourse.ves
OrSb01''’" cb.b.^ion to take any thing but Cash.
(gy=None are genuine unless numbered!
?ockets filled, in anticipation to ov&rfiowing. don.]
’ Bos. Pal.
Wextender to such of our patrons as have and signed by
n airectirs-lhenm
Inter printer’s devil with a bundle of letters,
S. W. THAYER.
Q R. S. T. U.
been punctual in their payments our sincere
postage unpaid. The editor glancing his
For Sale bv
A.
Schwerzig,
Ichabod
Stacy,
Peter
Sta

From the New York Statesman.
thanks, for through their prompt payments
eyes over the contents, turns d/ize, for where
JOHN LILLIE^ Kennebunk. L j
ples, James Steward, Charles T. Savage, A- { we have been enabled thus far to continue
he expects bank bills, he finds only the pa
lonzo
Stevens,
Absalom
Stackpole
—
Moses
I
HORNED
FROGS
NO
FICTION
’
our business.—But to those who are from
Betters ; 1°? b
per-maker’s bill, the type-founder’s hill, the
ib
f leu«
1’ ’ for
It will be seen by the following correspon Twombly, Ephraim Tibbets, Mary Ann; three to nineteen years in arrears, we would
ink-manufacturer’s bill, &c. &c. In this sit
offered
Taylor.
dence,
fora
copy
of
which
we
are
indebted
to'
observe
that
justice
to
ourselves
and
our
uation, surrounded with megrims and con
Into communi
Creditors demands that we should resort to
founded with horrors, he takes the printer’s the politeness of Dr. Mitchell, that one of
V. W. X. Y. Z.
Lry personali
devil to be a blue devil, and having invoked I those curious animals which, before the natu
Hannah Witham, Josiah W’atson, 3, Nan such measuresas will in the most expeditious
i
manner enable us to realize the benefit of
his aid in conjuring up the ghosts of delin ral history of our country wasas well known as cy E. Wentworth.
i
the balances due us.
quent subscribers, he begins to read over at present, exposed the philosophical JefferM. HUBBARD, P. M.
LnchesoUi >
•son to so much ridicule, has safely arrived at
JAMES K. REMICH.
a ^information
their names.
Washington, and is now doing well. We
Dec.
27.
Editor—John Lumberfunction !
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E.IST OF BETTERS,
Lt to thè Dep'
are happy to state, that Major Hook’s offer
Ghost—Here !
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINtJ r
Editor-^-Dr. to paper five years-—total has been gratefully accepted, and that the Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
these resemc
horned reptile will soon be transported to N.
MENT, which has stood the test c Lglyinustrat'v
■ (^Me.j Janitaru 1st, 1829.
amount $10.
against all other ointment, the price of 5
Ghost—-intends to settle up as soon as ever York. The officers of the United States
A. B 'C.
FOR SALE !
boiand^ff
.which has been reduced from 50 to
he draws that ’ere prize in the lottery, which Army, as well as of the Navy, deserve dpfAPT. AMOS BRAGDON, Mrs. Mary
teQ collected by
great credit for their uniform attention to the
he is looking for every day.
Bartlett, John K. Bartlett—Miss Han FIHO be sold at Public Vendue (by virtue cents.
promotion of natural science :—er too minute, or
Editor—>Rodman Limberwig I
„.ALSO.,.
nah Coleman, Mrs. Charity Chick.
A of a license from the Hon. William A.
Dear Major,—N friend of mine, Mr. San
Gh ost—R u na way.
Hayes, Esquire, Judge of the Probate for the Dr. Davenport's Billions PilU\ Us of my rep
D. E. F. G.
ford,
will
hand
you
this,
and
at
the
same
Editor—'The devil catch him !
Miss Hepzibeth Dunham-JedediahGooch, County of York,) at the dwelling house of For the time these Pills have been offered teem of great vi
Pr. Dev.—1 don’t know where to find him, time a horned Frog, taken on the Arkansas Hosah Goodwin.
Sally Nowellin York, on'Tuesday the 20th to the public, the sale of them has exceeded' fr future use.
Prairies,
which
I
hope
will
reach
you
alive.
sir.
day of January next, at 10 o’clock A. M. so the most sanguine expectations of the pro)
H.
J.
K.
L.
To
preserve
him
so
you
have
to
do
nothing
] hotly received
Editor—Peter Gimcrank !
'William Hefferman, care of Joseph much of the real estate of James Nowell late prietor, which may be fairly considered art
but let him have the air, and keep him warm
Ghost—Gone to jail.'
i
ig, a gentleman
of
York,
deceased,
as
will
produce
the
sum
of
—sprinkling his head occasionally with a Thompson—Domiiticus Kimball. Jonathan nineteen hundred and fifty dollars, for the acknowledgement of their many virtues.
Editor—The devil go with him !
They are very justly esteemed for tliei Vnturous arid su
little water. He will also give you a scalp Kimball—Jacob Littlefield, G. 8c I. Lord, payment of the debts of said deceased and in
Pr. Dev.—I’d rather not, sir.
John Low Esq. Nathaniel Loud.
lately taken.
mild and safe operation as a cathart c in a] I Mifbern Hemisf
Editor—Lemuel Love-the-bottle!
cidental charges. Said estate is situated as cases where one is necessary— They are; (arto commumc:
Most truly yours
L. KINGSBURY.
M. NL O. P._
Ghost—Lays out all his money for grog.
follows,
namely'
About
forty
acres
of
excel

Major Hook.
and sovereign remedy in all billionsfe! i libito be knov
Mrs. Huldah Mitchell, Joseph Moody,
Editor—[Striking the name off the list,
mowing, tillage and orchard land is situ safe,
vers, pains in the head, stomach & bowels! jse, and Russia!
Dear Sir,—'The horned Frog alluded to Esq. Hugh McCulloch—Mrs. Olive Pant, lent
and pioceeding to the next,] Nehemiah
ate
on
“
Mount
Hofie^
so
called,
in
the
town
loss of appetite, dizziness, worm
in the within, arrived last evening, in a tor John Peabody, Philip Penny,
I'.lgarlick !
of Sanford, in said County, and is the same indigestion,
and billiouscholic—they are likewise an aii ’ ' iespectfbUy
pid state,; but the warm rays of a genial
Ghost—Here !
Q„ R. S.
land
which
was
1
formerly
owned
by
Col.
J;
against infectious diseases, removiJ
Editor—-Dr. to paper three years,, and ad sun have perfectly restored him—and al
Simon Ross, J. K. Hemich,—Mrs. Hannal
Nowell, late of York, deceased, and for tidote
though he has taken no sustenance for seven Shute; Daniel Stephens, Cornelius Smith Jr. John
obstructions
of
every
kind
by
dissolving
ani|
vertising sundries—total amount $9.
I
1
While
on
to6
many years improved by Col. Ebenezer discharging the morbid matter, helping di
Ghost—Can’t pay the money ; will you months, he is now running about my room, Benjamin Simpson, Luther C. Stevens.
Nowell and John Nowell;
jays the Captain
if you have no such animal (I believe it
take any thing in the way of trade ?
The residue of said estate is situate in gestion, .restoring a lost appetite—a sure re! • i ‘mention a'httl
T. U. V. W.
lief for costive habits; They are so accoiw
Editor—Yes, any way to accommodate. should be called reptile) in your museum, I
said
York
and
consists
of
valuable
tillage,
Titcomb 8cSmith, Tripp 8c Titcomb—Mrs,
frankly tender it to you, and will, on hearing
-edit ofAmerica
I’ll take my pay in firewood.
Louis Varney, Timothy Walcott, Miss Mar mowing, orchard, pasture, woodland and modated to all seasons and hours, that they
Ghost—Has’nt any wood to spare. Any from you, transmit it by some friend going to tha Wormwood, care of Lewis Wormwood, salt marsh, all of the first quality, and consti may be taken in summer or winter, at any I p discovery-sh:
New-York.
There
is
no
difficulty
in
the
time
of
the
day,
without
regard
to
dietoi
thing else in the world will be at your ser
a considerable portion of that valuable
inperor Alex an
transmission, as it was brought here in a C. W. Williams, Charles Wormwood, John tutes
vice.
farm formerly owned and occupied by said hindrance of business. Their operation isw Jyage around th
gentle
and
effectual,
that
by
experience
theyl
Editor—Well, then, I will take a few gentleman’s travelling trunk, packed in a tin Webber.
Col. John Nowell; together with about 20
I South Sheth
box.
Your obedient servant,
bushels of grain.
THE MAILS.
acres of upland and salt Marsh, situate on are found to excel any other physic heretw
J. H. HOOK, U. S. A.
fore offered to the public:
Ghost—Is sorry to say he has not a bushel
at much the neat
Harmon
’
s
Island,
so
called,
in
York
river,
The Western Mail will as usual be closed
The genuine are covered with a chedl Jcalmed in a ti
of grain to sell. But any thing else that you To Dr. Sam’l. L. Mitchell, New-York.
near
York
Harbor.
—
About
8
tons
of
salt
hay
at this Office at half past-six o’clock in the
plate, with the design of the Good Sarnari
want.
bred away, th(
morning, and the Eastern Mail will in future is annually cut on said Island and a consider tan, and the agents name thereon.
Editor—I’ll take some pork. "
able part of the upland is'good for cultivation,
From the Utica Sentinel.
be
closed
at
seven
o
’
clock
in
the
morning.
A
5ie of the Stonin'
—
ALSO
—
Ghost—Unluckily the pork is all promised.
Gas Spring.—A spot has been discover Mail by the way of Dover, N. H. on the Ex and is an excellent privilege for any person
Editor—A side of beef, then.
y’s' barques ; a
ed in the hill side near the Universalist
engaged in the fishing_busihess.
Wheaton's Jaundice Bitters*
Ghost—Has all his own beef to buy ; but church, in this village, from which issues eter and Haverhill rout, will be closed at
[ty tons, bet we
The estate will be sold in lots to suit pur
half
past
eleven
o
’
clock
A.
M.
each
day.
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any thing else in the world you can men constantly a considerable volume of inflam
chasers.—Conditions of sale will be made
lips, which ina mi
B.
PALMER,
P.
Master.
tion—
DavenporPs Celebrated Eye Waler.; i.States flag,wb
known at the opening of the Vendue.
mable gas, which appears to be pure carburEditor—I should like a load of potatoes.
SALLY NOWELL, Atlministratrix.
etted hydrogen. It burns with great intensi
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken] if war set theirs, :
Ghost—Great part of them were spoilt by ty and affords a very brilliant light. The
LIST OF LETTERS,
York. December 10th, 1828,
_____ nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N.Mor]
the frost, so that—
pre despatched a
soil from which it arises consists chiefly of a Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunkrill—in Saco, by E. Goodale andG. Coe—in]
Editor—Some winter apples would not mixture of clay and slate, and no water has as
ivitation to Gapt
Dover
by
Wheeler
&
Tufts
—
by
the
Drug]
Port,
Me.
Dec.
31
st,
1
829.
come amiss.
yet been met with, though the digging has
H'S hereby given, that the copartnership gists in Portland and Boston, and by soma I ;an vessel, to ct
Ghost—Cattle got into the orchard and proceeded, several feet. The deeper the cut
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